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IN RECENT DAYS PRESIDENT TRUMP has engaged in some surprising
behavior that has reporters and intelligence agents scratching
their  heads.  Not  only  has  his  National  Security  Adviser
resigned, President Trump has also indicated that he expects
Russia to return Crimea to the Ukraine. This controversial and
highly unexpected request came out of no where, as one Russian
reporter noted: this will happen as soon as the United States
gives California back to Mexico. Together, these executive
actions might signal a weakening of what looked like support
for a rapprochement with Russia.

Flynn was one of a few that was open to reset with Russia and
a proponent of Trump’s retreat from Neocon Global Intervention
(the highly vaunted American Moment), an intervention that
involves the US military spread thin across the globe and
involves the United States in broad international agreements
brokered by international agencies involving many countries
that the US must abide by. Trump prefers non-intervention,
unless American interests are directly a stake, and bi-lateral
agreements brokered by the United States itself. He has even
indicated that he might support Russia’s acceptance of Crimea,
and that the issue is a European not an America problem, but
now his National Security Adviser has resigned and Trump is
alleging that Putin “TOOK” Crimea from Ukraine and that Obama
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was “too soft” on Russia and he wants it given back to the
Ukraine. What is going on?

b

President Trump indicated opening to Russia Nonintervention and possible acceptance

of Crimean Referendum – What has happened?

f

National Security Adviser First

Earlier this week Michael Flynn resigned as President Trump’s
National Security Adviser. Previously, he was head of military
intelligence  in  Afghanistan  and  Iraq.  He  also  served  as
Director of intelligence for the U.S. Central Command and was
Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, a position from
which he was removed by President Obama following Flynn’s
Congressional  testimony  in  which  he  stated,  contrary  to
President  Obama’s  wishes,  that  ISIS  did  not  constitute  a
“major  threat”  and  therefore  could  not  be  used  as  a
justification for prolonged engagement in the Middle East.

Mr. Flynn resigned from the Trump team due to pressure for
withholding information from Vice President Pence, information
regarding  a  phone  conversation  that  took  place  before
inauguration (December, 29, 2016) with the Russian Ambassador,
Sergei Kislyak. During that conversation Flynn responded to
questions  from  the  foreign  ambassador  about  US  sanctions
imposed on Russia (on the same day that thirty-five Russian
diplomats were expelled from the US), which he later left out
of his report to the Vice President

Others  report  that  sanctions  were  not  part  of  the
conversation.  Recalling his conversation with the Russian
Ambassador, Flynn himself stated:

“It wasn’t about sanctions. It was about the 35 guys who were
thrown out…. So that’s what it turned out to be. It (the
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conversation) was basically, ‘Look, I know this happened.
We’ll review everything.’ I never said anything such as,
‘We’re going to review sanctions,’ or anything like that.”

Either way, the Vice President was not fully informed (either
about  the  sanction  conversation  [if  it  did  occur]  or  the
expulsion of the 35), which might be interpreted as the Vice
President  was  “misled.”  According  to  the  President’s
Counselor, Kelly-Anne Conway: “Misleading the vice president
really was the key here.”  Flynn continues to assert that
he “crossed no lines” in his conversation with the Russian
ambassador:

“If I did, believe me, the FBI would be down my throat, my
clearances would be pulled. There were no lines crossed.”

In his final interview before resigning, Flynn indicated that
he  “was most concerned” about classified information being
leaked by people with security clearances; he was (and is)
more concerned about information leaks than he is with his own
resignation.

“In some of these cases, you’re talking about stuff that’s
taken off of a classified system and given to a reporter.
That’s a crime,”

 

“We have to wonder that people who work for our government,
who are entrusted with classified information, decisional-
based materials are leaking that information out. That, I do
believe is a big story,” he said voicing serious concerns
about the “politicization of intelligence.”

The “politicization of intelligence” (a euphemism for illegal
leaks of information so highly protected that it is above
“top-secret”  [that  is,  it  is  off  of  the  charts]),
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politicization of intelligence is a big story indeed, but not
even  Flynn  knows  where  the  leaks  are  coming  from.  The
intelligence community was monitoring the National Security
Adviser  himself  –  that  is  how  the  information  about  his
private conversation with the Russian ambassador made it to
the desk of President Trump and then into the press. Flynn
simply does not know where the information is coming from:

 “One has to wonder, ‘Are they coming out of people in the
National Security Council? Are they coming out of people in
the intel community? Or State? Or Defense?’”

Not  even  the  President  of  the  United  States  knows  how
information regarding statesmen on his administrative team is
being leaked.  President Trump tweeted that

“The real story here is why are there so many illegal leaks
coming out of Washington? Will these leaks be happening as I
deal on N. Korea etc?”

In other words, the intelligence community that works for the
president is spying on the president.  Events such as this
leave us wondering, who is in charge here?

According to Eli Lake writing for  Bloomberg:

“Normally intercepts of U.S. officials and citizens are some
of  the  most  tightly  held  government  secrets….Selectively
disclosing details of private conversations monitored by the
FBI or NSA gives the permanent state the power to destroy
reputations from the cloak of anonymity. This is what police
states do.”

Before jumping to the conclusion that Eli Lake is accusing
Trump  of  running  a  police  state,  it  is  necessary  to  be
cognizant of the fact that Lake is not referring to a police
state  run  by  President  Trump  –  unless  Trump  is  the  one
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ordering the monitoring and making the leaks or ordering them
too. In this case, apparently, not even the President knows
what is going on. Which state is in charge, the duly elected
one or the so-called “deep-state” controlled by people opposed
to the president? To support this contention that the police
state referred to by Lake is not one overseen by Trump, Trump
himself thanked Lake for his reporting. Responding to this
Article, Trump Tweeted:

“Thank you to Eli Lake of The Bloomberg View — ‘The NSA &
FBI…should not interfere in our politics…and is’ Very serious
situation for USA.“

 d
Donald J. Trump

 @realDonaldTrump
Thank you to Eli Lake of The Bloomberg View – “The NSA &
FBI…should not interfere in our politics…and is” Very serious
situation for USA
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According to Devin Nunes (R), Chairman of the House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence:

“There does appear to be a well orchestrated effort to attack
Flynn and others in the administration,” he said. “From the
leaking of phone calls between the president and foreign
leaders  to  what  appears  to  be  high-level  FISA  Court
information, to the leaking of American citizens being denied
security clearances, it looks like a pattern.”

Retired Col. James Williamson, told The Daily Caller that,

“What  is  illegal  is  that  Flynn  has  his  conversations
eavesdropped  on.”
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The fact is Flynn did not violate any laws; he was asked to
resign for failing to fully inform the VP, which is not a
criminal act.  As reported and concluded by NBC News:

“There had been no finding that Flynn did anything illegal.”

Related  to  this  incident,  it  has  been  widely  reported
that there are many unanswered questions regarding Trump’s
connections with Russia. This could be the key to unraveling
this story; it could also involve an attempt to purge Flynn
before  he  helps  the  President  purge  the  intel  community:
 According to Bloomberg, Flynn:

“…has cultivated a reputation as a reformer and a fierce
critic of the intelligence community leaders he once served
with when he was the director the Defense Intelligence Agency
under President Barack Obama. Flynn was working to reform the
intelligence-industrial  complex,  something  that  threatened
the bureaucratic prerogatives of his rivals.”  Flynn also
“joined the crowd at the Republican National Convention from
the dais calling for Hillary Clinton to be jailed.”

Asked by Richard Pollock (The Daily Caller Reporter) why he
was calmly avoiding confrontation, Flynn responded:

“I haven’t been fighting back because I’m not that kind of
guy. I’m behind the scenes. I’ve always been behind the
scenes. But this is ridiculous. It’s so out of control. I’ve
become an international celebrity for all the wrong reasons.”

Will Flynn continue to work as a highly placed “behind the
scenes” intel officer?  This is a question that Newera is not
prepared to approach until a thorough Intel analysis of our
own has been conducted. Two safe presumptions can be made at
this juncture, viz., the Neocons will do everything they can
to assure (1) that one of their members is pegged to replace
Flynn and (2) that hostilities with Russia reach a boiling
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Acces Part Two

Transdniestria  and  Moldova
Affirm  Russian  Preference
Alarm Globalists
New Era World News

GLOBAL LIBERALISM CONTINUES TO UNRAVEL as nation after nation
questions its moral, economic and or political agenda and
resets  formal   relations  with  Russia.   This  week  it
is Transdniestria, the eastern neighbor of Moldova, which also
recently  elected  an  anti-liberal  and  pro-Russian
President,  Igor  Dodon,  on  November  13,  2016.  Since  pro-
Russian Dodon defeated  pro-World Bank and pro-European Union
Maia  Sanduhis,  the  election  heralded  a  significant  shift
toward Russia and away from the European Union (EU).

“Speaking to Russian television after the vote, President
Dodan said Moldovans had voted for “friendship with Russia,
for neutrality, for our orthodoxy, for the country’s union.”

Dodan is aware that “a very serious combat is ahead”, a combat
between EU liberal globalists leaning westward and Moldovan
patriots leaning to the east.  However, he said, “we are ready
for this combat.”

To aid him in this battle, eastern neighboring Transdniestria
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has also elected a pro-Russian president, Vadim Krasnoselski,
who  garnered  62%  of  the  vote  in  the  December  11,  2016
presidential election. Since 1991 Transdniestria has sought
independence from Moldova, which had affiliated itself with
its  western  neighbor,  Romania,  a  member  of  the  United
Nations and the European Union, while Transdniestria, which
has a large Russian and Slavic population remained committed
to  Russia,  a  move  that  helped  it  attain  and  retain  its
autonomy from Moldova in 1992. During this period Russian
troops  were  stationed  in  the  breakaway  region  of
Transdniestria against the wishes of the Moldovan government,
which  insisted  that  they  leave  “completely  and
unconditionally.”
To this day, Russia continues to support Transdniestria, which
permits it to retain a small but significant military presence
on its soil as an eastern buffer zone bordering the Black Sea.
As  Moldova  moved  further  into  the  ambit  of  the  EU  and
threatened  to  pull  Transdniestria  with  it,   diplomatic
relations between Moldova and Russia became so strained that
Russia imposed economic sanctions (primarily agricultural) on
Moldova.  With  pro-Russian  presidents  elected  by  clear
majorities in both countries, it now appears that Moldova
and  Transdniestria  may  resume  cooperative  efforts
beneficial to each other and to Russia, which has a strong
geopolitical and cultural interest in the region. 
Moldovan President Dodon has already indicated his willingness
to  pursue  improved  relations  with  Transdniestria.  Since
Krasnoselski  campaign  included  reaching  a  negotiated
settlement with Moldova, the process, facilitated by Russia as
peacemaker, should proceed steadily. However, since such a
development is another blow to EU globalists, they can be
expected to step up their game, promote internal dissent and
rev up a furious propaganda campaign; these events are most
certain in the short run.
The globalists, however, are facing too many challenges around
the globe and will have to soon become more selective, there
are not enough resources to fight them all simultaneously.
France, England and Poland are prime allies, whom the EU must
keep in its ambit if it is to survive. A tremendous outlay of
resources will be heading towards Eastern Europe as the Slavic
nations one after another unhinge from EU influence:  Those



already in separation mode include Hungary, Poland, Slovakia,
Moldova,  Belarus,  Transdniestria  and  Estonia.  The  key  is
Poland, which has recently proclaimed Jesus Christ as its
King. If Poland unhinges, it can be expected that all the
Slavic nations, including Ukraine, will join in tandem to form
an  “Intermarium”  consisting  of  East  European  nations
geographically spread from the Baltic Sea in the northwest to
the Black Sea in the southeast.
Therefore,  Moldova  is  a  global  hot  spot;  the  EU
globalists cannot afford to let the dominoes keep falling,
they must stop here!

FDF

WHAT  CARDS CAN THE EU BE EXPECTED TO PLAY?

Moldova is already a member of NATO and aspires to join the
EU. The strongest card the EU has in Moldova is the large
number  of  people  still  in  favor  of  EU  integration
including foreign embassies, think tanks, NGOs, media outlets,
political beneficiaries and common men and women who have
benefited from EU subsidies and economic advantages. Perhaps
the globalist’s greatest advantage is the continued existence
of  the  EU-leaning  Prime  Minister  and  Parliament.  Moldova,
moreover is a member of the World Trade Organization, which
hand  in  hand  with  the  EU  could  cripple  or  promote  its
financial  sector  and  economic  well  being.

Interestingly, Moldova also has several Russian media outlets
and news agencies, has a strong Russian cultural influence,
93% of its citizens are members of the Orthodox Church with
many having strong ties to the Russian Orthodoxy, nearly 20%
of the population declares Russian as their native tongue,
Moldova imports over 90% of its energy from Russia; and 54% of
its population is of Ukrainian and Russian Slavic descent.
Moldova was also once part of the Soviet Union and is also a
member of the Russian led Commonwealth of Independent States
and thus in the Russian ambit as well.
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To the extent that Russia can continue to promote Christian
and  family  values  while  it  slashes  away  at  the  amoral
cultural tentacles of liberalism and simultaneously provide
economic benefits and trade stimulus to Moldova while propping
up its infrastructure through investments from Russian-Chinese
sponsored  financial  institutions,  it  might  be  able  to
counterbalance  the  effect  of  western  liberal  propaganda,
especially at a time when EU institutions are experiencing
unprecedented and severe cultural and political pressures that
are  wrenching  them  apart  along  with
the significant financial burden of supporting Mediterranean
nations states relying on the European Central Bank in Germany
to sustain their failing economies.

Despite EU tribulations, they cannot afford to loose this
region  to  the  Russians.  Either  way,  with  two  pro-Russian
presidents and large segments of their populations favorable
to increased relationships with Russia along with aid from the
EU, economic and trade relations between Transdniestria and
Moldova can be expected to improve. The two countries can also
be expected to increase cultural ties as globalists continue
attempts to acculturate Transdniestria and Transdniestria to
influence  Moldova.  Most  importantly,  a  rapprochement  with
Russia and Moldova can be expected.  This time it is voluntary
and, assisted by cooperative efforts between President Dodan
and President Krasnoselski, it should proceed further than
before.

As the United States moves to disengage itself from over-
extension in foreign affairs thereby leaving a failing to fend
for itself militarily at a time when its economies are reeling
and social -cultural dissatisfaction is at an all time high,
less  essential  Eastern  European  nations  will  receive  less
economic help. Since it is unrealistic to expect the larger
Eastern  European  nations,  such  as  Poland,  will  assume
responsibility  for  the  economic  challenges  and  mange  the
economic needs of their poorer neighbors, further anti-liberal



Russian influence can be expected.


